Nuclear shielding calculations are presented for multiconfigurational self-consistent field wave functions using London atomic orbitals (gauge invariant atomic orbitals). Calculations of nuclear shieldings for eight molecules (HaO, Has, CH4, Na, CO, I-IF, F,, and SO,) are presented and compared to corresponding individual gauges for localized orbitals (IGLO) results. The London results show better basis set convergence than IGLO, especially for heavier atoms. It is shown that the choice of active space is crucial for determination of accurate nuclear shielding constants.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years it has become clear that molecular magnetic properties can most efficiently be calculated using London atomic orbitals (LAOS), commonly referred to as gauge invariant atomic orbitals (GIAOs). This is due to the fact that
(1) The LAOS are physically motivated as they are correct through first order in the magnetic field for a one center, one electron problem. This means that only short basis set expansions are needed for obtaining basis set limit results. (2) The gauge origin problem that normally hampers &rite basis set calculations is absent since the LAO results are independent of the origin chosen for the magnetic vector potential. This means that calculations of magnetic properties can be performed straightforwardly for any wave function, correlated or noncorrelated, without thought of the gauge origin problem. (3) The London method preserves size extensivity properties of the wave function.
LAOS were introduced in 1937 by London in studies of r-electron currents in aromatic hydrocarbons. ' Hameka used London orbitals in the early sixties for calculating the magnetizability and shielding constant of Ha.2-4 A decade later, Ditchfield employed, LAOS in ab initio calculations of shielding constants5 The major difficulty with LAOS is that the basis set becomes field dependent. London orbital c&u-Iations therefore require an efficient and flexible integral program to evaluate the large number of new one and two electron integrals. An efficient implementation was first presented in 1990 by Wolinski, Hinton, and Pulay who calculated the shielding constant at the self-consistent field (SCF) level.6 A general derivation of Hamiltonians with the requisite integrals for London orbital calculations of magnetic properties for an arbitrary wave function was given by '4'15 and the localized orbitals/local origin (LORG) method of Hansen and Bouman.'6 Common to these methods is the use of standard Gaussian basis functions. The IGLO method is similar to the London method since it introduces local phase factors, but these factors are attached to localized molecular orbitals rather than the atomic orbitals. To simplify the calculations, the IGLO method uses the completeness relation and it is therefore more sensitive to the quality of the basis set than the London method. The IGLO and LORG methods have been developed for specific wave functions and lack some of the generality of the London method, which may be applied to any wave function for which derivatives are available.
In the next section we describe briefly the theory needed to carry out MCSCF calculations using LAOS. In Sec. III we report sample calculations for a number of molecules. The last section contains some concluding remarks.
II. THEORY
Consider a molecular system in the absence of external magnetic fields and nuclear magnetic moments and assume that the electronic state is described by an MCSCF state, where bb") are the expansion coefficients of the configuration state functions (CSFs) j4p). The CSFs are fixed linear combinations of determinants. In the simple one determinantal case
Conventional multiconfigurational SCF calculations of the nuclear magnetic shielding give results that depend on the gauge origin unless a complete basis is used. This gauge origin dependence is eliminated when LAOS are used. ' The LAOS are defined as where a! is the set of electron creation operators associated with the finite set of orthonormal MCSCF_ orbitals 4,. The MCSCF orbitals are expanded in a set of London atomic orbitals oP, cp,=c c!o,,cd P' (11) where ,yp(rM) denotes a conventional basis function, for example a Gaussian, located at atom M, and
where RIM is the position of nucleus M and 0 is the gauge origin. The LAOS thus depend explicitly on the magnetic field and this dependence must be considered when these orbitals are used to calculate the nuclear magnetic shieldings. Using the language of second quantization, the basis set dependence on the magnetic field is confined in the Hamiltonian. Helgaker and JQrgensen7 have derived a Taylor series expansion of the Hamiltonian in B and m,
has an implicit dependfnce through the parameters entering S and k. The operator S is Hermitian and defined as s=c S~{ln)(RWFI+IRWF)(nl} II where for example %@*Y1 denotes the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to x and y. We have also introduced +iC Sf,{l~)(~W~l-I~W~)(~l}, (6) II where the [n) belong to the orthogonal complement to IR WF) spanned by the 14p). The operator Iz is defined as
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(15) and @'I and gFiJs contain the integrals bilinear in x and y.
% thus refers to the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian at zero field, MB1 contains the terms that are linear in B, 2%@"] 
Ers=artaas,+alpSp
and is also Hermitian. Only nonredundant orbital operations are included in the summation. In the following we will assume that the unperturbed wave function has been optimized with respect to {S,,} and {K,.,}. Since we consider imaginary perturbation operators, we only need the real parts of S and k when calculating the shielding constants. The nuclear magnetic shielding is defined as d2e aK= ' +dBdm, B=m=O' 8179 (13) where the parameters {~,s}={h} are determined by solving the variational condition where SE), hg), and ggis denote derivatives of the LAO overlap, one electron and two electron integrals with respect to field and/or magnetic moment x and y. Sgz), hgz), and gk,& are the corresponding expressions transformed to the molecular orbital representation.
For 2BfB], we have the integrals
gBl mnpq = gzipq-; {S(B),g(o)},,pq, (20) where {,} denotes one index transformed integrals,7 e.g.,
The atomic internals which according to Eqs. (16)- (18) QMdxflrIxf;'), evaluated as
where (23) ( 24) and
From Eq. (14) &m1 is determined only by hi:' which is given in terms of "?'=a'( x;l 2 Ix;)? (27) where m, denotes the nuclear magnetic moment for nucleus K and (Y is the fine structure constant. 
with
and flB] defined as VLml with MB] replacing'.%#ml and
EK=S;(IK)(RWFI+jRWF)(KI).
HBrnl gives a diamagnetic contribution to the nuclear shielding and .%#B1 and .%#m] the paramagnetic contribution. The diamagnetic term may straightforwardly be evaluated as it contains only one electron terms. The paramagnetic contribution is determined solving the MCSCF response equations for'the three components of the magnetic field. Alternatively the response equations may be solved for the 3N components of nuclear moments, but this would of course result in a much less efficient procedure. Neither would any advantage be obtained by solving the three magnetic and the 3 N nuclear magnetic moment equations simultaneously even though in this case quadratic accuracy can be obtained using Sellers' formula.17 The MCSCF response equations are solved using iterative techniques where the linear transformation of EL2]X, X ' we have selected eight moIecules, H20, H$3, CH4, N2, CO, I-IF, F2, and SOP. These molecules are chosen such that the effects of correlation on nuclear shieldings can be determined both for molecules which are well described at the HF level and for molecules in which there are large static correlation effects.
A. Computational details
All geometries and basis sets are taken from van Wiillen's work on MCSCF nuclear shielding constants.22 Ge-ometries and electronic energies are listed in Table I . Our calculations cannot be compared directly with those of van Wiillen, as we use Cartesian Gaussian basis functions while he uses spherical Gaussians. The number of basis functions associated with each basis set is therefore given in the tables.
The These basis sets are fairly large, for instance H II is comparable to TZP basis set quality. For methane, IGLO calculations have also been reported with the smaller DZ and DZ+d basis sets. In both calculations the carbon set is Huzinaga's (7~3~) basis contracted to [4s2p] . In DZfd a polarization function with exponent 1.0 has been added. The hydrogen basis is obtained by contracting Huzinaga's (3s) 
The choice of active space is crucial in an MCSCF calculation. Van Wiillen's calculations are all full valence complete active space (CAS) obtained by distributing the valence electrons among the valence orbitals. To examine the correlation effect closer, we have, in addition to this, used a number of other active spaces. Each active space is based on an MP2 natural order analysis. In all cases we have correlated the valence electrons only. The active spaces are labeled by the number of active orbitals in the different irreducible representations of the molecule (only DZh and its subgroups are used).
B. Results and discussion
The calculated shieldings tensors are given in Tables II-IX , where we have also listed the IGLO results and the experimental values.
Water, hydrogen sulfide, and methane are molecules whose electronic structure and properties are usually well described at the Hartree-Fock level. This is also true for nuclear shieldings as can be seen from Tables II-IV. The correlation effect obtained with the largest active space amounts to 5% for the largest basis set (H IV). It appears that the shielding tensors have converged for water and methane, whereas the same conclusions cannot be drawn for hydrogen sulfide. The theoretical shielding constants for the heavy atoms in H,O, CH,, and H,S are in excellent agreement with experiment. We have not estimated vibrational corrections to the shieldings, nor considered the solvation effect for hydrogen sulfide. For the largest basis set (H IV) the IGLO and London results are very similar for both the SCF and MCSCF full valence calculations. Since for the heavy atoms the London method converges from above and IGLO from below, we believe that H IV is close to the basis set limit. For hydrogen shieldings the convergence of IGLO and LAO is equally Not surprisingly, the calculated shieldings depend significantly on the choice of active space for the MCSCF calculation. Full valence CAS predicts almost no correlation effect in water and hydrogen sulfide. In contrast, there is a change in the methane carbon shielding by about 2.5%. An MP2 natural orbital analysis indicates that full valence CAS ings. The SCF shielding tensors are far from the experimental values. The carbon nucleus in carbon monoxide is deshielded at the SCF level, in disagreement with experiment. Full valence CAS changes the shielding constants of carbon monoxide and nitrogen considerably, and the London and IGLO results are very similar. A MQller-Plesset natural orbital analysis indicates that full valence CAS wave functions are unbalanced for both molecules. In each case the shieldings are reduced drastically when the active space is enlarged to the first well-balanced level. Further extensions only lead to minor changes in the shielding tensors of nitrogen and of oxygen 'in carbon monoxide.
is well-balanced for methane. This is not the case for water and hydrogen sulfide. Increasing the active spaces in agreement with the MP2 analyses does not change the shielding constants in methane, but for water and hydrogen sulfide, the shieldings change substantially. As only small changes are observed in the shieldings when going from the second largest to the largest active space, we believe these shieldings are near19 converged.
Nitrogen and carbon monoxide are notoriously hard to describe accurately by conventional ab initio methods. As seen from Tables V and VI this is also true for nuclear shieldThe value we obtain (-53 ppm) for the shielding in nitrogen differs substantially from other theoretical calculations. With the exception of SOPPA (-72 Again the crucial step is the choice of active space. When the active space is enlarged in accordance with the MP2 occupation numbers, large changes are observed in the calculated shieldings, especially for fluorine. Whereas the active space appears to have converged for hydrogen fluoride, this is not so for fluorine. In the largest fluorine space (32203220) we include orbitals with MP2 occupations down to 0.0066. Further extensions would lead to wave functions with a prohibitively large number of determinants. We note that there is a large difference between our best calculation and the experimental value for the shielding in F2 (-136.6 and -232.8 ppm, respectively) . Part of the discrepancy arises since our shieldings have not been corrected for vibrational motion. This is especially important for F2 where there is a strong dependence of the shielding on the bond distance. According to Ref. 40 , the experimental r, value is -192.8 ppm, closer to' the calculated value of -136.6 ppm. In addition, we expect dynamical correlation to be important for fluorine. The shielding in F2 clearly calls for further investigation.
Cybulski and Bishop3' have recently presented MP2 calculations on HP and F2 using a common gauge origin and large basis sets. Whereas the full valence IGLO and London results give a slight reduction in the fluorine shielding in HP and increase in F2 relative to SCF, Cybulski and Bishop obtain a slight increase in the shielding constant in I-IF but almost no change in F,. Their result for the fluorine shielding in HP (424 ppm) is in good agreement with our largest CAS result, while this is not the case for fluorine.
For sulfur dioxide, the LAOS have monotonously decreasing shielding constants for the sulfur atom and monotonously increasing constants for the oxygen atom with increasing basis set. This is not the case for IGLO. Once again there is a large change in the shieldings when going from a full valence CAS to a more balanced active space. Unfortunately, the quality of the (6422) active space is hard to judge, as further extensions of the active space yield wave functions with too many determinants.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first calculations of nuclear shieldings at the MCSCF level using London atomic orbitals to ensure gauge origin independence. Calculations on eight molecules have been presented. The LAO results show, especially for heavier atoms, better basis set convergence characteristics than the corresponding IGLO results. For smaller basis sets the LAO method seems superior to IGLO at both the SCF and MCSCF levels. It has been shown that in MC-SCF calculations the choice of active space is crucial for an accurate determination of nuclear shieldings.
Large basis sets as well as large active spaces have been used, and the convergence of both the basis set and the active space has been thoroughlystudied. Accurate shieldings have been obtained for most of the molecules studied, with the exception of F2 and SO,. For these molecules accurately calculated shieldings would involve MCSCF wave functions with too many determinants. No estimates have been made of vibrational corrections.
